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FADE IN:

INT. THE HOSPITAL - NIGHT
[Sara was just brought into the emergency room. Her parents
just left into the other room. Lita is sitting down looking

more nervous than any of the others. Lita also seems
confused about something.]

MARY
(Looks sad)

I feel so bad for Sara...not to mention
her parents.

MINA
Well the doctors already said that
she’d be all right. I think they'll

feel better after they take Sara home.

RITA
You think so?

MINA
Well, knowing Sara I'm sure her parents
are the same way. I'm just thinking how

Sara would react in their shoes.

DARREN
Well there was much more of a reaction
when I had to call telling them what

had happened.

LITA
But...I just don't get it. Why did she
help me? She could have let me die.

Especially after I treated her like I
did.

MINA
You weren't that mean to her.



MARY
What are you talking about? Lita

practically strangled Sara at school.

RITA
If I didn't help out Sara would

probably be dead right now and Lita
would be in a mental house or a prison.

Kind of like where Mary belongs.

MARY
I don't belong in a prison!

DARREN
No, but you do belong in a mental

house.

[Mina and Rita laugh with Darren in hopes to feel better
about Sara's injury. Lita just sits there quietly looking
at the door into the doctor's offices and emergency room.

Lita bites her lip in emotional fear.]

LITA
Please....

[Lita has a flashback that is shown on screen as a bunch of
random clips. Sounds that are heard include: "Please wait

here Lita", "They'll be just fine" and "I'm sorry...we lost
them". Lita wakes up from the flashback and runs her

fingers through her hair leaning back against the chair.]

MINA
(Looks concerned)
You all right Lita?

LITA
No...I can't take this...I CAN'T!!!

[Lita gets up and leaves the doctor's office in somewhat of
a hurry. She walks to her car and lets out a loud scream as
soon as she does. Mina runs to her and grabs her so that

she is facing her.]

MINA
WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH YOU? YOU'RE
A TOTAL WRECK!! DID YOUR PARENTS DYING
HAVE THIS BAD AN EFFECT ON YOU? GET

OVER IT!



[Lita punches Mina hard in the cheek making her fall onto
her back. Lita leans her back against her car.]

LITA
(Sounds very emotional)

How would you feel huh? I was in that
exact same room as I was before when I
heard that my parents were both dead. A
doctor actually walked to me and said
that flat out. I have had nowhere to go
since then. Sure I get charity and all
that, but I have nowhere to sleep I

work a job that can only pay for my car
bills. I live in an abandoned shed in

the woods, damn it. I don't have
anybody...I have nothing. I can't stand
just waiting to see what'll happen to

Sara, it's just too much.

[Lita goes in her car only to get pulled out by Mina. Mina
slaps her across the face. Lita looks at Mina in the eye

shocked.]

MINA
Lita...do your parents honestly want to
look down from heaven to see you this
way? Do you want to spend your life
crying because their gone? Or do you
want to spend your life making them
proud? Now about you saying you have
nothing, Lita I can help. I'm working
towards getting an apartment right now.

Just be my roommate, and I can help
you...please?

LITA
I don't have the money.

MINA
We'll work it out. Please? We'll be

friends; it's better than being in that
lonely shed.

[The screen fades into a view of above the Hospital where
everything from the parking lot to the trees beyond can be

seen.]

ZEUS (NARRATING)



The Guardian Forces have now felt both
victory and defeat. The victory is that

they're still alive; the defeat is
Sara's injury.

[Clips are shown such as Lita holding some bags along with
Mina as they enter an apartment. Javel learning some

martial arts after school from Alex but doing very bad at
it, in a zoom in it shows Rita looking at them and is
smiling. Mary and Darren having a picnic in a park.

Finally, Sara and Mary walking down the street. Sara's
shoulder is in a black metal brace.]

ZEUS (NARRATING DURING THE CLIPS)
Three weeks have passed now. Sadly,

Sara's injury is permanent and
therefore will never fully heal. She
will wear that brace for the rest of

her life. Lita and Mina have grown into
friends and now share an apartment.
Through these weeks the Numbered

Soldiers who are still known only to
the Guardian Forces through the book
Darren has, have been keeping "The
Great Divas" at bay. It is good that
they haven't seen the Guardian Forces
either. But now truth becomes known,

and the real fighting begins.

INT. THE SCHOOL AUDITORIUM (THREE WEEKS LATER) - DAY

[There seems to be a meting in the auditorium, or music
theatre. There are many cushioned seats, and the place has
the look and feel of a theatre. There are what looks to be
athletes sitting in the front row. Some non-athletes are

sitting in the back seats. Most of the athletes are unknown
for the time being but some are Alex, Rita, Darren and
Lita. Some in the back are Javel, Mary, Sara and Mina. A

somewhat elderly woman walks up the stairs onto the theatre
floor. She is dressed into a feminine business suit and
looks good for her age. She has long gray hair, pale skin

and blue eyes.]

PRINCIPAL
Ms. Martha Winn!

[Everyone applauds Ms. Winn as she walks over and takes the
microphone from the principal smiling.]



MS. WINN
Good day all participants in the World

Fighting League Tournament for
Welterweights. I, as the Principal in
this fine school district has said, am
Ms. Martha Winn. I helped create the
WFL and all the groups affiliated with
it. Now we have decided to have this

tournament in Green leaf, New Hampshire
in great memory and respect to our good
friend to the business of Mixed Martial

Arts Fighting, Mr. David Skyhawk.

[Everyone applauds as David joins Ms. Winn on the theatre.
David is in a full martial arts uniform.]

DAVID
(Takes a microphone)

Thank you Ms. Winn, it is an honor to
have your organization do this for me
in such a great fashion. I hope the
great talents discovered in this

tournament have great luck into the
future.

[More applause. There is a man looking at David wearing a
rag over his head. Through close inspection it looks like

Damian.]

DAMIAN (IN DISGUISE)
Damian will win it all! He doesn't need

luck.

DAVID
Oh yes? So who are you? If you're a
participant you must be either this
Damian guy or you have a very poor

outlook on your skills.

[Damian just sits down smiling.]

DAVID
All right well does anyone have any
questions about this tournament?

[Lita raises her hand.]

LITA



What are the general rules? I've seen
some WFC tournaments and they all seem

to have different rules attached.

DAVID
We'll pass out papers to those

participating on their way out. Any
other questions?

[Silence.]

MS. WINN
(Shrugs smiling)

All right then well good luck to you
all. Be sure to pick up a paper on the
way out saying the rules and prizes to
those who compete. Remember, the winner
of the tournament receives a match with
our current Welterweight champion at
our greatest Pay-Per-View event,

Champion Night. Have a very nice day
everyone.

[Ms. Winn and David talk as the other get up to leave.
Their are a pile of papers saying the rules, prizes given

to participants, etc..]

DAVID
So how’s Bobby?

MS. WINN
A total brat. I can't believe he has

stock in my organization. He'll make it
fall faster than Pro Wrestling, and you

know where that went.

DAVID
Well hopefully the winner here will

help you out.

MS. WINN
(Watches David go to leave)

Yes, wait David...have you heard from
Xander? At all?

DAVID
Xander? I haven't seen him in years.

Hope Adrian is taking good care of him.

MS. WINN



He left his father and last we heard
left via a train to Massachusetts. I
figured since that's close to New

Hampshire you may have been contacted
by him.

DAVID
(Shakes his head slightly)

Not at all.

MS. WINN
Your son Adrian also wanted me to tell
you he's sorry for what he said so many

years ago.

DAVID
Adrian is always sorry, and he was
right. He's an adult now and I can't
tell him what to do. Now if you excuse
me I have a young student. Coincidently
his name is Alex Hawkings, funny isn't

it?

MS. WINN
I didn't know you were teaching?

DAVID
I'm a friend of his family, so I made

an exception.

MS. WINN
Well I hope he does well. Does he live

in Green leaf?

DAVID
He is currently staying with me; his
parents are having marital issues.

MS. WINN
I see.

[David nods and leaves.]

DAVID
Bye.

MS. WINN



Bye...I hope to see how Xander
progressed. 

[She smiles]

He deserves a normal life; he can have
what he earned.

INT. ZEUS'S DOJO - DAY

[The screen goes to Zeus's Dojo. Darren is there standing
next to a door with a combination lock on it and reading
the book Zeus gave him. Also, Mary is "studying" with Sara

(As in Sara is studying and Mary is talking).]

ZEUS (NARRATING)
The Dojo was given to Darren in my
will. He uses the studio now as his

home, and also where he and the girls
and broaden their skills.

DARREN
(Struggling with the lock)

Thirty-eight to the right...DAMN!
Twenty to the left, three to the right
after being given a three-sixty, and
thirty-eight to...the left? YES!

SARA
What are you doing?

MARY
Yeah, why don't you just sit with us

and talk...I mean study.

DARREN
In this book, Zeus wrote that in here
he put some uniforms for us in here.

SARA
(Closes the book)

Great, that way Mary here can't tell
our little enemies who we are so

easily.

MARY
Oh C'mon! I did not.

SARA



(Looks mad)
Yes you did. You revealed us to the

"Great Divas" and they know who we are
and where this Dojo is. Oh wait a

minute...why are we even still going
here again? They know we're here and
you know what they did to us, or more

important...me!

DARREN
Don't worry I setup an alarm system for
whenever someone comes in. I'll show

you.

[Darren unlocks the door and opens it. A siren goes off and
Darren quickly opens a compartment next to the door. He
presses a combination of buttons and the siren stops.

Darren shuts and locks the door again.]

SARA
How thoughtful.

DARREN
Thank you. Now back to this door.

[Darren opens it up since he now knows the code and opens
it to find...another door.]

MARY
HA!

DARREN
(Staring at the door)
That is so unfair Zeus.

SARA
Well speaking of the "Great Divas".
When was the last time we ever saw

them?

MARY
It was...umm. Oh yeah when you got

injured.

SARA
Why haven't we seen them though?

DARREN



Well actually I have a little bit of
information that may help. You see

Jasmine said something one time that I
looked into, something about

"soldiers". Anyway, I looked in the
book and found a section about a group
of people exiled here right before

Mount Olympus was invaded.

[Darren turns to a certain page and gives it to Mary and
Sara.]

SARA
The "Numbered Soldiers"?

MARY
What is with these silly names? I mean
first we have "Great Divas" and now we

have "Numbered Soldiers".

SARA
According to the book, these guys

weren't that silly at all. They were
called "Numbered Soldiers" due to the
alias of each soldier ranging from one
and up. Lower numbers meant higher

ranks and stronger people. These people
seem as if they could be a big force. I

wonder why nobody has ever heard of
them.

DARREN
It's because they aren't that many.
Read the second page and see for

yourself.

SARA
(Turns the page)

Hmm...That is not possible. It says
they had such great control over their
energies that they could actually throw
a projectile made entirely of it. It
also says that they can teleport and
glide in the air. Why would they want

both gliding and teleportation?

MARY
Maybe they want to have an alternate

way of travel?



DARREN
Or an advantage if they ever got in a
battle. That's why my ancestor formed
this group; with these abilities they
could easily beat Bain's troops. But it

looks like this "experiment" was a
failure.

SARA
What makes you think that? By all means

these people look as if they were
physically perfect and didn't have any

permanent effect of their mental
capacity.

DARREN
They were exiled for allowing a head
congressman to be assassinated. They
killed the two assassins who did it
soon after like it was nothing. But

they let them kill the head
congressman.

MARY
So they didn't follow orders?

DARREN
(Goes back to the lock trying to unlock

it)
Exactly, and now they are living on

Earth. I believe that is why we haven't
seen any of the "Great Divas" around.
They're fighting against the "Numbered

Soldiers".

[Darren grunts as he forces the lock open. The door slowly
opens up to show six black ninja uniforms dressed onto six

modeling dolls.]

SARA
(Looks at them)

Well there's something we didn't expect
to see.

MARY
(Smiles as she sees them)

Perfect.

INT. THE PARK - DAY



[Alex and Javel are running through the park. The "Great
Divas" are trailing behind them.]

JAVEL
They know what we look like?

ALEX
Think about it. They got a good look at
you when they first tried to take you
over. Also when I met them I revealed
myself as a "Numbered Soldier" to get

them to run away.

JAVEL
Beautiful, just friggin' beautiful. We

should get to the temple.

ALEX
No, my grandfather will be in danger

then. Run to the abandoned factory down
the street.

[Javel and Alex hop the fence and run towards the factory.
However, that is the factory that the "Great Divas" have

been staying in.]

JAVEL
(Gets to the door)

Alex...I have a bad feeling about all
of this.

ALEX
What do you mean?

[The two enter the factory and are surprised to find the
"Great Divas" standing there waiting. Damian kicks Alex in
the stomach and follows with a flurry of punches. Alex
keeps a good defense as he backs into a different room.
Javel runs into a different room as well where the girls

follow them with weapons in hand.]

CHERRY
BLAZE!! We got some fresh meat for you!

[A black woman with long black hair and wearing a black
ninja suit with no mask enters the room with Javel and the
girls. Javel looks around and finds a vent. As Javel runs
to the vent Blaze Takes out two Sais and tosses them. They

trap Javel's pants to the floor as they fall.]



BLAZE
(Her eyes change into a cat's eyes)

Hello there...don't be afraid.

JAVEL
HOLY CRAP!! THAT’S WORSE THAN THE

POSSESSED GUYS' EYES!!

[The "Great Divas" let out an evil laugh. Javel takes off
his pants and quickly gets in the vent and starts crawling
away. Javel is currently wearing black boxers with yellow

smilies on them. Blaze crawls in after him.]

BLAZE
Please come over here, I only want your

body for a minute...or an eternity.

JAVEL
Crap...just get me out of here. This is

the worst idea I've had yet.

[Blaze grabs Javel by the leg and climbs on top. Javel
struggles as you see a ghost leaving Blaze's mouth. The
vent breaks open making Javel and Blaze fall onto to the

floor where Alex and Damian are fighting. The ghost doesn't
gets in Javel who quickly gets up.]

BLAZE
Oh what rotten luck, that's probably
the closest you'll ever get to a woman

in that short life you'll have.
Especially after I kill you.

JAVEL
(Slowly backs away looking at Alex

defending against Damian)
Okay look you're very lucky too. You're
lucky I wore underwear today; also I'm
lucky these are washable. But right now

the luckiest thing of all is-

BLAZE
What?

[Javel quickly picks up a lead pipe he finds lying there
and hits Damian in the back with it. Damian falls to his
knees and Alex in return throws an energy ball at Blaze.
Blaze is thrown hard into the stonewall making a huge mark
in the process. Blaze eventually falls onto her stomach

unconscious.]



ALEX
(Watches Damian get up)

Thanks, now Damian it's time to finish
you.

DAMIAN
Sorry but you would kill yourself in
the process. You see as soon as my

heart stops, this entire factory will
explode. Killing everyone inside and

injuring others outside.

ALEX
You’re bluffing.

DAMIAN
Then kill me. Oh but then you'll have
to get past the other girls, and the

ones we've possessed. But tell you what
I'll do, if you spare my life I will

gladly let you two go.

JAVEL
He has a point man.

DAMIAN
So what will it be?

[After much hesitation, Alex walks away letting Damian
live. Jasmine and Cherry enter the room Alex, Javel and
Damian are in through a door on the opposite side as the

three.]

DAMIAN
(Gets up and opens a door)

Ladies, glad you made it just in time.
Kill them now and do not possess them,

they deserve death.

JAVEL
But you said you would let us leave.

DAMIAN
Of course I will but you see, they

won't. Goodbye and have fun.

[Damian leaves as Jasmine and Cherry walk to Alex and
Javel, weapons in hand. As Cherry lunges her spear at Alex,

Javel opens a door to deflect the spear into the wall.



Cherry tries to get the spear out as Javel tackles her away
from it. He backs away and looks around.]

CHERRY
(Gets up)

What's wrong? Can't fight without a
weapon?

JAVEL
NO!

[Javel sprints through the door to where Alex is fighting
Jasmine. Javel finds his pants along with Blaze's Sais.
Alex dodges many of Jasmine's sword swipes. Javel runs to
his pants and picks them up. Cherry enters the room with

her spear.]

ALEX
(Bursts through a door)
Lets get out of here!!

[Javel uses his pants to block Cherry's spear, which tears
the pants up. Javel quickly gets through the door and the
two leave the building. They get back in the park with

Jasmine and Cherry looking at them smiling but not moving.]

JAVEL
(Breathing heavily)
That was something.

ALEX
Worse is yet to come. They know who we

are and also.

[Some teenage girls unknown to the story walk by laughing
at Javel's boxers. Alex laughs as well while Javel looks at

him somewhat mad.]

JAVEL
Screw you dude.

[They walk to David's Temple laughing at the experience.]

INT. DAVID'S TEMPLE - NIGHT

[David is meditating as Alex and Javel enter. The two take
off their shoes and walk inside shutting the door behind

them.]



DAVID
You are both late for dinner.

ALEX
Gramps I apologize but the "Great

Divas" came.

JAVEL
They know who we are.

DAVID
(Gets up)

I figured that. Alex I talked with Ms
Winn today after the meeting.

ALEX
Oh you did?

DAVID
She is suspicious about you. I tried to

cover it up but she still seems
suspicious about you. So all I am
saying is to be careful and also I
don't want you to use your powers in

the tournament as well as the
championship if you are victorious.

ALEX
I understand and thank you very much

for your concern.

[David nods and walks into the other room.]

DAVID
(Smiles shaking his head)

Oh and I'm not asking why Javel is
missing his pants.

[Javel seems mad as Alex laughs.]

ALEX
Hey I'm heading for the gym okay?

DAVID
Have fun, oh and tell Javel there is a
spare pair of pants in the bedroom that

may fit him.

[Javel goes in the bedroom to get the pants and Alex get
his shoes on and leaves.]



JAVEL
(Runs out the door holding the pants)

DON'T LEAVE WITHOUT ME ALEX!!

DAVID
(To himself as he laughs)

Even at my age I can still be
surprised.

[Javel takes his shoes and runs into the car.]

INT. IN THE CAR - NIGHT

[Alex leaves in the car with Javel in the other seat
getting the pants on.]

JAVEL
So what were you guys talking about?

ALEX
What do you mean?

JAVEL
Ms Winn being suspicious about you.
What about the "Numbered Soldier"

thing?

ALEX
No it's a family thing.

JAVEL
Is it personal?

ALEX
(Shrugs)

You could say that.

JAVEL
All right then, I understand if you

don't want to tell me.

ALEX
I'll tell you if you want.

JAVEL
(Gets his shoes on)

Cool, tell me.



ALEX
I'm not who you think I am. My

grandfather is David; you know that and
all but not my father.

JAVEL
Who's your dad?

ALEX
...Adrian.

JAVEL
Oh Adrian okay that's-ADRIAN SKYHAWK?

ADRIAN WHO IS ONE OF THE GREATEST
MARTIAL ARTISTS IN WFL?

ALEX
Correct, I ran away from him to get

here so I could live with my
grandfather and live like a normal
person. That and also to become a

"Numbered Soldier" as I was told about
briefly.

JAVEL
Your father wouldn't teach you?

ALEX
He doesn't say anything and he never

does anything either. At least not with
me.

JAVEL
All right I understand, but do you have

any regrets?

ALEX
About leaving?

JAVEL
Yeah?

ALEX
I had to leave my childhood friend
behind. His name was Justin; he's a

great guy, a little heavy but still a
great guy.

JAVEL
That is so cool.



ALEX
Yeah but too bad nobody will ever know

because you’re not going to tell
anyone.

JAVEL
Oh yeah of course I'm not.

ALEX
I'm serious Javel; I'm telling you

major information.

JAVEL
Well you can trust me.

[Alex nods as he parks the car into the gym where you can
see some of the guys from the meeting earlier are there.]

INT. THE GYM - NIGHT

[The gym is packed with tons of people who are all trying
to work out. People are now beginning to leave. The owner

and workers there hold up signs saying "tournament
participants and accomplices only". Alex and Javel enter to

see many of the faces they saw at the meeting. Lita and
Mina are at the punching bag, Mina holding the bag. Rita is
in the training ring sparing with Darren as Mary and Sara

watch.]

JAVEL
What do they mean by accomplices?

ALEX
Managers, every participant needs a
manager just in case of certain

situations. Such as when someone needs
to throw in the towel or to make sure
the participant gets there on time.

JAVEL
I'm your accomplice right?

ALEX
Of course.

[Javel and Alex enter the locker room. Rita nails Darren
hard in the jaw making him fall on his back.]



RITA
You got to keep your guard. Otherwise
you won't have a jaw left and Mary will

have nothing to kiss.

SARA
(Watches Darren rub his jaw)

Not to mention that there will be much
worse things in the tournament. Believe
me, the rules on this sheet are really
hardcore. The winner would probably end
up in a hospital bed before anything

else.

MARY
Really? Maybe Darren shouldn't do it

then.

DARREN
No way, this is my chance to get
somewhere in a mixed martial arts

league. There is nothing on Earth that
can beat that.

MARY
Really?

DARREN
Career-wise.

[Mary looks mad at Darren. Alex and Javel leave the locker
room. The two walk past Mina and Lita and stop as Alex gets

his mouthpiece out of a duffel bag Javel is holding.]

ALEX
Hi girls, you ready for the tournament?

LITA
(Kicks the bag hard)

Yeah I'm more than ready.

JAVEL
Oh so your ready to lose again?

ALEX
Javel, you trash talk to people you
don't know. Not people who you know

will beat you down.

JAVEL



Everyone here can beat me down.

ALEX
Okay then don't trash talk to people

who know where you live.

JAVEL
Fine.

MINA
(Smiles)

So Alex, are you ready for this
tournament?

ALEX
You know it.

[Damian comes out of nowhere and walks in between Mina and
Alex.]

DAMIAN
(Smiles)

Hello...Alex.

MINA
Damian.

DAMIAN
(Looks at Mina and Lita smiling more)

Good day ladies, what a
great...tournament this will be. I must

go now. Goodbye Alex.

[Damian walks away.]

LITA
Do you know him Alex?

ALEX
No…but he knows my name.

[Javel stares at Damian as he smiles at him. Damian then
opens his mouth to show a little ghost in his mouth

possibly meant for Javel. Damian then walks away smiling.]

JAVEL
(Breathes Deeply)

Well that was freaky.

ALEX



Yeah, well you want to spar Lita?
When's the tournament Javel?

JAVEL
Tomorrow.

ALEX
Yes but what time?

LITA
Noon and yeah, lets spar.

[Javel puts down the duffel bag and Mina gets the mat. The
mat is very big, blue and rolled into a tube shape. Javel
sets up the mat as Alex takes his shoes off. Lita does the
same and they get on the mat. They get into a fighting

stance.]

ALEX
Ready?

[Lita steps in with a kick which Alex blocks followed by a
three-punch combo. Alex catches the punch and tosses Lita
on her back. Lita grabs Alex's wrists and tosses Alex onto
the ground using her legs. The two get up and exchange
numerous punches the each block with decent speed.]

SARA
Hey look at Alex and Lita.

DARREN
Dang.

[Some tournament participants walk over to them watching as
Lita and Alex spar faster with their punching and blocks.]

MINA
C'mon Lita!

[Alex goes for a leg sweep but Lita jumps and goes for a
double knife hand to the collarbone as Alex is on his back.

Alex uses a cross block (when the forearms are in an X-
shape) and grabs Lita by the waist using his legs. Lita
does the same to Alex in order to stay balanced. Both go
for a punch that each block meaning that they trapped each
other. All the participants applaud Alex and Lita as they

get up and shake hands.]

LITA
(Wipes sweat from her face)



Thank you.

DAMIAN
(To himself)
Unbelievable.

[Alex wipes sweat from his forehead as a strong looking guy
approaches him with an overweight guy beside him.]

PARTICIPANT
(In a French accent sounding excited)
What an incredible match. I am Viggo
and this is my manager, Roberto. I

enjoy this sport and highly anticipate
this tournament. It is a great honor to

compete.

ALEX
Well good luck Viggo.

[They shake hands.]

VIGGO
(Smiles)

And the same to you my friend, or
should I say enemy? Haha!

[Alex just smiles and walks away towards Javel. Someone
else is now sparing with Lita. Lita easily beats him with a
pump kick to his jaw. The man lies on the mat unconscious.]

JAVEL
She's good.

ALEX
Yes and just so you know I have a small

errand for you if I win.

JAVEL
Oh? What is it?

ALEX
You'll see, but it's a simple task

don't worry.

[Ms. Winn enters the gym and smiles as she looks around.
All the participants look over at her.]

MS. WINN



Good day participants and accomplices.
I just came by to wish you all good
luck, and also since I arranged this

gym to hold only you all as said in the
papers given to you I have a slight

change of rules. Two of the first round
match winners will receive a "bye" or a

shortcut to the next round without
participating. The brackets will be

posted right now.

[A Television screen attached to a wall is turned on and
tournament brackets are shown. Everyone walks over to view

it.]

INT. THE SCREEN - NIGHT

[The screen shows the matches for the first round as many
look at it thinking about their opponent. A computerized

voice starts saying the names.]

COMPUTERIZED VOICE
The first round is as follows:

1.Darren Baker fights Samantha Green
2."Colossus" fights James True

3.Rita fights "Blaze"
4.Shannon Yokohama fights "Key"
5.Lance Ford fights Mark Rio

6.Alex Hawkings fights Santos Rivera
7."Cherry" fights Chris Mantis
8.Lita Walters fights "Jasmine"

The next two matches give a chance for
a bye, or shortcut, from the second

round into the forth round to whoever
wins.

9. Viggo Wren fights Fred Vital
10. "Damian" fights Lana Chang

MARY
Women fight men? That's so mean.

SARA
WFL has been doing intergender fights
for years. There is hardly a barrier

anymore.



ALEX
What's with these aliases? Key and

Colossus, what's up with that?

JAVEL
Did you notice three girls we know are

in this as well? I don't see them
anywhere.

ALEX
I don't even see Damian.

LITA
(Goes to Alex and Javel)

Hey Alex, good luck tomorrow.

ALEX
Likewise.

[Lita and Alex shake hands as other participants and
accomplices begin to leave. So do Lita and Alex with their

accomplices.]

INT. A DARK ALLEY - NIGHT

[The "Great Divas" are talking in a dark alley behind the
gym. It looks filthy with trash everywhere and the road is

cracked beyond belief. They seem to be arguing.]

DAMIAN
It isn't possible all right?

JASMINE
What do you mean it isn't? We obviously
took too long in our job and Bain has
sent another troop. Even when the “Zeus

decoy” failed

BLAZE
It does make sense. I mean Key is his
best assassin, and along with Colossus

she is unstoppable.

CHERRY
Sir I have to agree with Blaze, Key is
a highly recommended assassin and Bain

must have decided we needed help.

JASMINE



Well look at what we have to deal with.
The "Guardian Forces" are getting
increasingly more powerful, not to

mention we are getting to preoccupied
trying to kill the "Numbered Soldiers".

BLAZE
How do you know that? We haven't seen

the "Guardian Forces" for weeks.

DAMIAN
Enough. We'll see these two at the
tournament, along with the “Guardian
Forces” and the “Numbered Soldier” we

keep meeting…now prepare.

[Damian slowly walks away looking disturbed.]

FADE OUT.

TO BE CONTINUED


